Fools Gold: Five
Common Mistakes
with Gold Investments
by Merk Investments, Axel Merk
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ou want to own gold. Maybe you’re worried about the potentially detrimental inflationary
effects emanating from the Fed’s and global central banks’ policies; maybe you’re worried that

the fiscal cliff agreement is simply kicking the can down the road and fiscal Armageddon looms on
the horizon. Whether you’re in search of inflation protection, a safe haven asset, or both, gold may
be a part of the solution.
Regardless of your reasoning, owning
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1. Gold Stocks Ain’t Gold

have not produced the anticipated

A frequent mistake made by investors

Some investors believe gold mining

is to invest in gold mining companies

stocks may provide more attractive

(both juniors and majors) as a substitute
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for gold. There are a couple of reasons

itself. The investment thesis is as follows:
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high level of profits. Additionally,

During periods of economic contraction

governments may demand higher taxes

or

and employees higher wages from mining

may

under
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pressure. Likewise,
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3. Beware of Premium Over
Spot
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Let’s say you want to keep your gold

costs that will be borne by an investor

underperformed gold over the preceding

under your mattress, or at a local vault.
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10-year period, while exhibiting higher

Physical gold – gold bars and coins – may
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dealer is asking for (be sure to include
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comprehensive information covering all
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price, and therefore
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investment returns. Take

or related fees) before making a final

silver for example. Silver has

decision. As a general rule of thumb,
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to the gold price, however
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it has historically displayed

of gold. In fact, we have found premiums

much
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Many investors overlook the (oftentimes

has greater industrial use

a direct impact on your investment; you

substantial) associated costs of holding

than gold, which may, in

don’t want to start off effectively -40%
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4. Don’t Overlook the
Expenses

a local vault and insurance is often

between the health
of the economy and

Don’t assume buying from a gold dealer

recommended (if not required), both of

the price of silver.

is the only way to acquire physical gold.

which decrease the annual rate of return
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The ability to lease gold to third parties

That said, holding insurance in the case

Make Sure Gold is Really
There

of a burglary may, in hindsight, turn out

Let’s say you’ve decided to buy an

to supplement the investor-paid annual

to be a wise decision. Investors should

exchange traded investment

expense ratio with a lease yield. However,

conduct a personal survey of the costs they

vehicle that aims to track the

it is a contentious topic to say the least, as

are likely to bear – shop around, as you

price of gold. You want to

leasing causes uncertainty regarding

may find large discrepancies in insurance
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the ownership claim on the gold held

premiums. Investors should be mindful

does have the underlying

within the vehicle. Regular audits

that some vaults are underinsured relative

gold on hand. This may

don’t prevent a vehicle to lease

to their full gold holdings and factor

be particularly relevant in

out the gold to third parties

that possibility into their assessment

the case of a run on the

(who may, in turn, lease that

of insurance costs, as lower premiums

vehicle – will the gold

gold

may come with additional hidden risks.

be readily accessible

further

Unfortunately, there is often very little

you to liquidate funds? To

choice when it comes to local vaults, in

answer this question, take

some cases there may only be one realistic

a good hard look at the vehicle’s

a large liquidity event occur, there are

option. Many vaults also have limited

prospectus. Make sure you understand

question marks surrounding the ability

capacity to accommodate gold (due to

whether the vehicle has the ability to

of the vehicle to readily draw upon the

its weight), which may increase your

lease the underlying gold and the extent

leased gold in order to meet the claims

storage costs. Be sure you can store your

to which it typically uses unallocated

upon it. Gold leasing is a controversial

physical gold before buying it! Factoring

gold accounts. If this information isn’t

subject and conspiracy theories abound

in these additional costs and determining

outlined in the vehicle’s prospectus,

regarding whether there is even enough

the impact on your annual rate of return

please inquire directly with the vehicle’s

gold globally to satisfy all the underlying

may help you decide whether holding

sponsor or online; there may be additional

claims outstanding. That it takes seven

gold in physical form is the right choice

supporting materials discussing these

years for Germany to repatriate some of

for you.

subjects.

its national gold held overseas, in vaults in

on your investment in the precious metal.

for

allows the manager of a listed vehicle

again,

perpetuating

claims

on

that

gold) if it is allowed for in
the vehicle’s prospects. Should

Paris and New York, may lend credence
Unallocated gold is not physical gold

to some of these theories. In short, we

that can be held and touched; it doesn’t

don’t have a definitive answer. If you are

sit in a designated vault. Rather,

in doubt, it may be best to simply avoid

unallocated gold accounts represent

vehicles that have the ability to lease large

“paper gold,” a claim on a third party’s

portions of its gold stock.

gold holdings. Be aware that a vehicle
using large unallocated gold accounts
as a proportion of total gold holdings
may have insufficient gold in its vaults
to cover all the underlying claims on that
gold.
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the world of gold!
Sign up for Merk Insights at
www.merkinvestments.com
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